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Hrant Dink Foundation was established after 
the assasination of Hrant Dink in front of  
his newspaper Agos on January 19, 2007, in 
order to avoid similar pains and to continue 
Hrant Dink’s legacy, his language and heart 
and his dream of a world that is more free  
and just. Democracy and human rights for 
everyone regardless of their ethnic, religious  
or cultural origin or gender is the Foundation’s 
main principle. 

The Foundation works for a Turkey and a world 
where freedom of expression is limitless and 
all differences are allowed, lived, appreciated, 
multiplied and conscience outweighs the way  
we look at today and the past. As the Hrant 
Dink Foundation ‘our cause worth living’ is a 
future where a culture of dialogue, peace and 
empathy prevails.
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Dear Hrant,
What made me write this book is your pain, 
your sufferings.



The struggle of man against power 
is the struggle of memory against 
forgetting.

Milan Kundera

Freedom is the right to tell people what 
they do not want to hear.

George Orwell



I would like to thank my dear friend 
Ali Bayramoğlu for his contributions  
to the writing of this book. 
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Sitting in front of the computer
to write this book,
I said to myself, I guess 
in my life I can’t make do
without reckoning 
with the past.
Strange emotions, 
question marks
sparked in my head. 
Could writing such a book be considered ‘opportunism’
or ‘professing heroism’ on my end? 
Could some people think this
about me?
Or showing up at Agos’s hallways
every year on certain dates
with solemn expressions,
participating in memorial ceremonies, 
marches to commemorate Hrant Dink 
on January 19ths...
Would Armenians want to share their own pain with “Cemal Pasha’s 
grandson”, did they? 
I wasn’t sure.
But then I remembered that dawn of morning
when the sun in Yerevan rose painting the sky crimson 
amidst the fog.
As I laid three white

In Place of a foreword

The Hand of History Shows the Right Path to  
He Who Wants to See! 
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carnations by the Armenian Genocide Memorial I had mumbled to 
myself:
“Dear Hrant, your sufferings brought me here; I am trying to feel your 
sufferings and those of your ancestors in my heart and I share them. 
Rest in peace my brother.” 
I can’t forget that Yerevan morning in September 2008. 
Mount Ararat’s graceful peak would suddenly appear only to 
disappear again
in the first light of day. 
“The hand of history,”
I had jotted down that morning, “Shows the right path to he who 
wants to see.” 
In 1919,
The colonial army of Britain
had committed a crime against humanity
by opening fire on civilians in India,
had perpetrated the Amritsar massacre.
In 1997,
as Elisabeth II, queen of Great Britain, apologized from the people of 
India,
she had said, “It is no secret that there have been some difficult 
episodes in our past – and Jallianwala Bagh... is a distressing example. 
But history cannot be rewritten.”
Of course we cannot change history but it is up to us to confront 
history. 
How are we to move forward toward the future without confronting, 
coming to terms with the bitter truths of the past?
It is not possible to remain silent in face of sufferings! We cannot let 
the past take the present hostage. 
Furthermore, the pain of 1915 is not an issue of the past, but of today. 
We can only find peace and build peace
by making peace 
with history—but not an “invented history”, a distorted history like 
ours—but with real history, 
and by saving ourselves from the malady of exploiting history. Genuine 
peace and democracy
unfortunately always comes through
ineffable sufferings 
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only at great costs 
as in the case of Hrant Dink. 
It seems that some stones in the lives of societies cannot be moved or 
cannot fall into place without paying a price. 
Paul Auster says in his novel,
“Speak now before it is too late, and then hope to go on speaking until 
there is nothing more to be said. Time is running out, after all.”
And I sat down
and began to write my book, in search of our “lost history”... 

Hasan Cemal,
Istanbul, February 25, 2012.
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